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that is, are not transient, *but permanent or alternating currents
and voltages.
Writing the two waves in (18) separately gives
i sb t0€+«x COB (^ _ w _ ^j) _ /0V"*X fa + W«,y2)?  j|
and these are the equations of the alternating-current transmission
line, and reduce, by the substitution of the complex quantity for
the function of the time angle $, to the standard form given in
"Transient Phenomena," Section III.
36* Obviously, traveling waves and standing waves may occur
simultaneously in the same circuit, and usually do ho, just an in
alternating-current circuits effective and reactive* waves occur
simultaneously. In an alternating-current circuit, that is, in
permanent condition, the wave of effective power (current in
phase with the voltage) and the wave of reactive* power (current
in'quadrature with the voltage) are combined into a single wave,
in which the current ib displaced from the voltage by more than 0
but less than 90 degrees. This cannot bo done with transient
waves. The transient wave of effective power, that is, the travel-
ing wave,
i » {0e"-tt«$-*tf:fcM cog fa sp w _ ^
e « £0<r^-*W"fc*) cos-fa ^F w — 7),
cannot be combined with the transient wave of reactive power,
that is-, the stationary wave,
i » {0'«-«< cob fa =f w - 7'),
6 •» eoV^sin fa =F « - 7'),
to form a transient wave, in which current and voltage differ in
phase by more than 0 but lens than 90 degrees, since the traveling
wave contains the factor «r*^x>, resulting from its progression
along the circuit, while the stationary wave does not contain thin
factor, as it does not progress*
This makes"tlbe- theory of transient waves more complex than
that of alternating waves*
Thus traveling waves and standing waves can be combined only
locally, that is, the resultant gives a wave in which the phase angle
between current and voltage changes with the distance X and with
the time t.

